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2 Andreas Burkert et al.
Fig. 1. Left panel: Observed local correlation between H
3
and v= [5]. Typical error
bars are plotted in the upper right corner. The lines show model predictions for two-
integral models [7,8]. Right panel: Correlation beween H
3
and v= for a typical
merger remnant.
2 The Line-of-Sight Velocity Distribution of Merger
Models
We have performed very high-resolution N-body simulations with more than 10
5
particles of spiral-spiral mergers with dierent mass ratios and orbital param-
eters. The spirals are constructed in dynamical equilibrium using the method
described by [10]. Each galaxy consists of an exponential disk, a spherical, non-
rotating bulge and a dark halo component. An analysis of the isophotal shapes
and the global kinematical properties of the merger remnants is presented in
[14]. We nd a strong dependence on the initial mass ratio of the merging com-




 2 : 1 lead to boxy and




> 2 : 1
form disky and isotropic ellipticals.
Another interesting property is the line-of-sight velocity distribution and its
deviations from a Gaussian. Following the procedure discussed by [5] we have
placed slits with thickness 0.2 the eective radius along the apparent long axi of
our projected merger remnants. The slit is subdivided into grid cells with length
0.15 the eective radius. All particles within a cell are binned in line-of-sight
velocity. The resulting prole is parametrized using Gauss-Hermite functions
[5,6] and the amplitude H
3
of the third-order basis function is determined by
least squares tting. In addition, in each grid cell the mean projected radial
velocity v and the radial velocity dispersion  of all particles is determined. In
agreement with the observations, the deviations from Gaussians are small, of
order a few percent
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Fig. 2. Values of disk masses M
d
versus disk scale lengths r
d
that have been added
to a merger remnant. Big dots represent solutions that provide an excellent t to the
observed H
3
versus v= relationship. Small dots show values that provide a reasonable
t. Minus signs show combinations that fail.
3 Comparison with Observations
Figure 1 (left panel) shows the local correlation between H
3
and v= as measured
by [5] for their observed sample of galaxies. In all cases H
3
and v= have opposite
signs, that is the prograde wings of the line-of-sight velocity distributions are
always steeper than the retrograde wings. This result holds not only for ellipticals
in low-density environments studied by [5] but also for ellipticals in the Coma
cluster [12]. The right panel of Figure 1 shows the result of a representative
merger simulation, an unequal mass merger which leads to a disky, isotropic
elliptical. The correlation between v= and H
3
is opposite to the observed one.
The proles have broad prograde wings and narrow retrograde wings. The same
signature is found in all remnants, independent of whether they are disky or
boxy, isotropic or anisotropic. The only exception are equal mass mergers of
counter-rotating disks which lead to very anisotropic ellipticals with no signature
of rotation.
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4 Disk-like Subcomponents in Elliptical Galaxies
One possible solution is the existence of a second disk component. In order to test
this assumption we have placed stellar disks in the equatorial plane of the merger
remnants. The disks rotate in centrifugal equilibriumwith the total gravitational
potential. Adopting an exponential disk surface brightness prole, the only free
parameters are the ratio of disk mass to spheroid mass and the scale length of the
disk, normalized to the scale radius of the spheroid. The results are summarized
in Figure 2. Disks with small masses or radii do not change the line-of-sight
velocity distribution of the stellar component, especially in the outer regions
where v= is large. Disks with mass ratios and radii in the region shown by the
lled dots in Figure 2, on the other hand, lead to a signicant change in the line
proles. The prograde wings become steeper than the retrograte ones also at an
eective radius and beyond, in very good agreement with the observations. If
the disks become too massive, the surface brightness proles of the spheroids
change from de Vaucouleurs proles to exponential proles which is again not in
agreement with the observations. We therefore can conclude that disks with 10%
to 20% the luminosity of the spheroids and scale lengths of order the eective




The origin of extended disk components in ellipticals is not understood up
to now. Bekki [3] discussed the formation of nuclear disks in mergers which
however have scale lengths that are small compared to the length scales of the
spheroids. We recently started a new set of merger simulations of very gas-rich
spiral galaxies. For unequal mass mergers, which lead to disky ellipticals, the gas
settles indeed into extended disks if star-formation is suppressed during the early
merging phase. However, in the case of equal-mass mergers, which produce boxy
ellipticals, tidal torques lead to eÆcient angular momentum loss in the gaseous
component, resulting in gas infall into the center and the formation and growth
of central massive black holes. No extended gaseous disks are formed in this case.
The origin of large stellar disks in boxy ellipticals is therefore still unclear.
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